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Abstract

The most fundamental characteristic of a physical system can often be deduced from its
behaviour under discrete symmetry transformations, such as time reversal, parity and
chirality. Here, we review some of the basic symmetry properties of the relativistic
quantum theories for free electrons in (2 + 1)- and (1 + 1)-dimensional spacetime.
Additional flavour degrees of freedom are necessary to properly define symmetry
operations in (2 + 1) dimensions, and are generally present in physical realizations of
such systems, for example in single sheets of graphite. We find that there exist two
possibilities for defining any flavour-coupling discrete symmetry operation of the two-
flavour (2 + 1)-dimensional Dirac theory. Some physical implications of this previously
unnoticed duplicity are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The opportunity to study some aspects of the two-dimensional (2D) relativistic
electron behaviour in condensed-matter systems [9, 15, 17, 27, 28, 37] using ultra-
cold atoms [11, 16, 38, 43, 46], and even in photonic structures [20, 36], has renewed
interest in the 2D versions of the Dirac equation [12, 39] for a free particle,

HDψ = i∂tψ, (1.1a)
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with Hamiltonian

HD(p) = α · p + βm (1.1b)

and ψ denoting the Dirac particle’s spinor wave function. We summarize here
some features arising due to the reduced dimensionality, focusing especially on
symmetry properties. A comparison is made between the previously considered
(2 + 1)-dimensional quantum electrodynamics (QED3) [4, 13, 21] and theoretical
studies of quasi-relativistic condensed-matter systems [6, 10, 19, 22, 23, 30, 34, 35].
We use units where the Planck constant ~ = 1, and also the speed of light in vacuum
c = 1.

1.1. Dirac equation: basics We employ the general expression for the Dirac
Hamiltonian given in equation (1.1b) that is valid in any spatial dimensions d ≥ 1.
Here, p denotes the operator of the Dirac particle’s momentum; the representation in
which the position operator r is diagonal is given by p ≡ −i∇r. Here, β is a matrix, and
α is a vector of matrices α j that satisfy the relations [18, 39]

α jαk + αkα j = 2δ jk1, (1.2a)
α jβ + βα j = 0 (1.2b)

with δik denoting the familiar Kronecker symbol and 1 being the d-dimensional
identity matrix. Furthermore,

β2 ≡ α2
j = 1. (1.2c)

While the explicit form of these matrices depends on the dimension, the structure
of the Hamiltonian HD does not. For our future discussion of symmetries, it will
be useful to note that α has the physical interpretation of being the operator for the
velocity v of a free Dirac particle. This can be seen from the basic relation defining
the time derivative of the position operator, v ≡ ṙ = i[HD, r], for which application of
the canonical commutation relations [r j, pk] = iδ jk straightforwardly yields v ≡ α.

The relativistically covariant form of the Dirac equation is obtained by multiplying
equation (1.1a) by β and re-arranging to exhibit derivatives with respect to time and
spatial coordinates in a unified fashion. Using the definitions γ0 = β, γ j = βv j with
j = 1, . . . , d and P0 = i∂t, P j = −p j ≡ i∂r j for j = 1, . . . , d as the components of the
covariant (d + 1)-dimensional vector of momentum [18], we obtain

(γµPµ − m)ψ = 0, (1.3)

where we have used the convention that the repeated indices µ = 0, . . . , d are summed
over. Application of the relations (1.2) yields the identities

γµγν + γνγµ = 0 for µ , ν,
(γ0)2 = −(γ j)2 = 1.

As the Dirac Hamiltonian for a free particle commutes with momentum p, we can
choose plane waves as our basis in real space and represent p as an ordinary vector
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in Rd. In the following, we adhere to this convention of condensed-matter physics.
The spectrum of the Dirac Hamiltonian (1.1b) has two branches, one at positive and
one at negative energies. These are given by

E±(p) = ±

√
|p|2 + m2

independent of the number d of spatial dimensions. The eigenstates in position
representation have the general form

ψ±p (r) = eip·rχ±p . (1.4)

For d = 3, that is, in (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime, the χ±p are four-component
spinors that encode the energy-band index and the Dirac particle’s intrinsic angular-
momentum (spin) vector, where the corresponding spin operator is defined as

S =
1
4i
α × α ≡

1
2i

α2 α3
α3 α1
α1 α2

 . (1.5)

1.2. Symmetries The symmetries of the Dirac equation include operations that
reflect the properties of Minkowski spacetime. (Point-group operations give rise to
the Lorentz group, whereas the Poincaré group also includes translations in space and
time.) These symmetries are also relevant for a classical (nonquantum) description
of relativistic systems. On the other hand, in general we also have symmetries that
are present only in a quantum-mechanical description of relativistic systems. Each of
these categories includes discrete and continuous symmetries.

In the following, we will focus mostly on the discrete symmetries that are specific
for the quantum-mechanical Dirac equation. Among the spatial symmetries, we will
concentrate on the nontrivial operations of parity (space inversion) and rotations by 2π
radians. Moreover, we will consider the operation of time reversal (also called reversal
of the motion) [31]. The Hilbert space of the (single-particle) Dirac equation includes
solutions with positive and negative energies corresponding to particles and holes (that
is, anti-particles). These are related by particle–hole conjugation and energy-reflection
symmetry [3, 7, 10, 18, 47]. The Lorentz invariance will not feature at all.

We continue this section with a brief introduction to particular discrete symmetries
and review their representation for the (3 + 1)-dimensional ((3 + 1)D) Dirac case.

1.2.1. Spatial symmetries, in particular parity. A spatial symmetry transformation
g is represented by a unitary operator P̂(g) acting in the Hilbert space of the
Hamiltonian H, where the set {g} of symmetry transformations forms a group G. To
describe the symmetry of an observable O under the symmetry transformation g, we
use the shorthand notation gO ≡ P̂(g)OP̂−1(g). When P̂(g) acts on the basis functions
{|ν〉} of the Hilbert space of H, we can expand P̂(g)|ν〉 in terms of the same set of basis
functions {|µ〉},

P̂(g)|ν〉 =
∑
µ

D(g)µν|µ〉,
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so that the set of matrices {D(g)} forms a representation for G. Then the invariance of
the Hamiltonian H under the symmetry transformation g implies [8] that

D(g)H(p)D−1(g) = H(gp). (1.6)

From equation (1.6), we can view the effect of g from two equivalent perspectives: we
may regard it as a unitary transformation of the basis functions {|ν〉} of H (active view)
or, equivalently, we may apply g to momentum p (and position r, passive view). If g is
a symmetry of H, both views must yield the same result. The invariance condition (1.6)
holds generally for continuous symmetry transformations (such as rotations) as well
as discrete operations, for example parity.

Equation (1.6) includes as a special case parity P (that is, space inversion). In d = 3
spatial dimensions, it is characterized via the relations

Pr = −r, Pp = −p,
D(P)H(p)D−1(P) = H(Pp) = H(−p).

Also, note that like r and p, the velocity v is odd under parity. For the Dirac
Hamiltonian in (3 + 1)D, the representation matrix for the parity operation is

D(P) = β.

As expected, we haveD(P2) = 1.

1.2.2. Rotations R. In (3 + 1)D, the Hamiltonian HD commutes with the operator
of total angular momentum J = L + S, where L = r × p is the operator of orbital
angular momentum, and the spin operator S is given by equation (1.5). Total angular
momentum J is the generator for finite rotations. Rotations Rn̂ by 2π about an arbitrary
axis n̂ map the system onto itself, but, in the process, quantum states acquire a minus
sign:

D(Rn̂(2π)) = exp(2πin̂ · J) = −1. (1.7)

In that sense, the symmetry group becomes a double group, which is common for
half-integer-spin systems [40].

1.2.3. Time reversal. Time reversal (TR) is an anti-unitary transformation and can
be represented by the operator

θ = TK ,

where K denotes complex conjugation, and the operator T is the unitary
transformation that relates the time-reversed (that is, complex-conjugated) basis
spinors to the original basis [8, 41]. Time-reversal invariance requires that the Dirac
equation has the same solution as the equation obtained by applying θ to both the basis
functions and all tensors that represent physical quantities (such as momentum p),
giving

D(T )H∗(p)D(T )−1 = H(θp) = H(−p). (1.8)
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Here, ∗ denotes complex conjugation. The minus sign reflects the fact that momentum
p is odd under reversal of motion. As expected, this implies that θ reverts the velocity
v ≡ α,D(T )α∗D(T )−1 = −α, but does not change the mass term,D(T )β∗D(T )−1 = β.
For the Dirac Hamiltonian in (3 + 1)D in the standard representation [18] where only
v2 is imaginary,

D(T ) = −iv1v3 ≡ iγ1γ3,

which implies thatD(θ2) = −1. The remarkable property that the representation matrix
for the square of the time-reversal operation is the negative of the unit matrix for a
(3 + 1)D Dirac particle arises as a consequence of its intrinsic half-integer spin [33].

1.2.4. Particle–hole conjugation. Particle–hole conjugation is also an anti-unitary
operation [3, 7, 18, 47], which can be expressed as an operator

κ = CK (1.9)

with a unitary operator C. Particle–hole symmetry of a Hamiltonian holds if the
relation

D(C)H∗(−p)D(C)−1 = −H(p) (1.10)

is satisfied. The operation of particle–hole conjugation reverses momentum and
spin but leaves position invariant [18]. For the Dirac Hamiltonian (1.1b) in p
representation, the relation (1.10) is equivalent to the conditions D(C)α∗D(C)−1 = α
andD(C)β∗D(C)−1 = −β. For the Dirac Hamiltonian in (3 + 1)D [18],

D(C) = iβv2 ≡ iγ2,

which implies thatD(κ2) = 1.

1.2.5. Chirality and energy-reflection symmetry. In (3 + 1)D, an additional matrix
γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 can be defined that anti-commutes with all other γµ. In the massless
limit m = 0, γ5 commutes with the Dirac Hamiltonian

[HD(p,m = 0), γ5] = 0, (1.11)

so that it becomes the generator χ for a continuous chiral symmetry [18] with
D(χ) = γ5.

In the context of random-matrix theory (RMT), the use of the term chiral symmetry
has evolved to be different from its original meaning in relativistic quantum mechanics
[3, 7]. The chirality matrix γ5 also anti-commutes with the Dirac operator D =

γµPµ − m (see equation (1.3)). Except for the zero modes, the eigenfunctions of D
occur in pairs un, γ5un with opposite eigenvalues (λn,−λn). This notion [24] has been
transferred to other systems. In RMT, a chiral symmetry [3, 7] of a Hamiltonian H is
associated with a unitary operatorM that satisfies

D(M)H(p)D−1(M) = −H(p). (1.12)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Basic structure and electronic properties of graphene. (a) Schematics of a honeycomb lattice
with sites on the two sublattices A and B, indicated by empty and filled circles, respectively. (b) First
Brillouin zone of the honeycomb lattice with high-symmetry points K and K′ indicated. (c) Close to any
K (K′) point, the electron energy E varies linearly as a function of the magnitude of crystal momentum
p = k − K (p = k − K′) measured from this point, mimicking the behaviour of massless Dirac particles.

This operation reverses the energy. In recent studies [10], the operatorM, therefore,
has been called energy-reflection (ER) symmetry. In order to distinguishM from the
chiral symmetry (1.11), we will follow the latter naming convention. The operatorM
reverses the velocity while leaving momentum and position invariant: Mp = p and
Mr = r. For the Dirac Hamiltonian, the corresponding representation matrix D(M)
must, therefore, anti-commute with the matrices α and β.

For the (unperturbed) Dirac equation (1.1), time-reversal symmetry (1.8), particle–
hole conjugation (1.10) and energy-reflection symmetry (1.12) are not independent
symmetries [7]. We have

M = κθ,

giving
D(M) =D(C)[D(T )]∗ (1.13)

and, explicitly in (3 + 1)D,

D(M) = −iγ0γ5 ≡ −iβD(χ), (1.14)

which implies thatD(M2) = 1.

1.3. Physical motivation: electronic properties of graphene The dynamics of
electrons in crystalline solids is dictated by the material’s band structure [29], that is,
the energy of the electrons as a function of crystal momentum (or quasi-momentum) p.
Near high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone, the energy bands are often parabolic,
defining an effective mass for the quasi-free crystal electrons that behave qualitatively
like electrons in vacuum [29]. However, in some materials, the band structure deviates
drastically from this usual situation. A single sheet of graphite, called graphene, is
such an example [14]. It consists of carbon atoms arranged on a honeycomb lattice
as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Inspection shows that such a lattice has two equivalent
sublattices, labelled A and B, which are represented by a pseudospin-1/2 degree of
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freedom [9]. Near a K point in the Brillouin zone (Figure 1(b)), the energy dispersion
turns out to be linear and the electronic eigenstates are chiral in pseudo-spin space,
similar to ultra-relativistic (that is, massless) Dirac particles. As the same holds true
near the nonequivalent K′ point, the low-energy description of electrons in graphene
is a realization of a two-flavour (2 + 1)D Dirac model [4, 13, 19, 21, 35], where
association with a K or K′ point defines the two flavours.

2. (2 + 1)-D Dirac theory

In this section, issues relating to the discrete symmetries for the (2 + 1)D Dirac
theory are discussed. In (2 + 1)D spacetime, the Dirac Hamiltonian becomes a 2 × 2
matrix. In this case, we have only four linearly independent basis matrices that we
may choose as Pauli matrices [33]: σx, σy and σz as well as σ0 ≡ 12×2. Yet, we
still need to represent the intrinsic angular momentum (spin) and two energy bands.
The reduced number of basis matrices thus gives rise to pathologies that prevent the
consistent definition of many symmetries, except in the massless limit (m = 0).

Explicitly, we can choose a representation where

α = (σx, σy) and β = σz.

Our representation is equivalent, but not identical, to previously discussed ones
[4, 21, 35], since a look at the γ matrices shows that

γ0 = σz, γ1 = iσy, γ2 = −iσx. (2.1)

2.1. Angular momentum and rotationsR Straightforward calculation establishes
that the (2 + 1)D version of HD commutes with the operator of total angular momentum
Jz = Lz + Sz, where Lz = xpy − ypx is the z-component of orbital angular momentum
and

Sz ≡
1
4i

(α × α) · ẑ =
1
2
σz. (2.2)

Thus, the intrinsic spin degree of freedom formally emerges in complete analogy to the
(3 + 1)D case; see equation (1.5) and the work of Thaller [39], but only its z-component
is a relevant quantity in (2 + 1)D.

Rotations Rz by 2π radians about the z-axis map the system onto itself with a
negative sign,

D(Rz(2π)) = exp(2πiJz) = −1,

similar to equation (1.7), so that once again the symmetry group becomes a double
group [40].

2.2. Parity P In three spatial dimensions, parity P is defined as space inversion
r→−r. Its interesting aspects arise from the fact that the determinant of the associated
representation matrix is det(D(P)) = −1, so that parity cannot be expressed in terms
of infinitesimal unitary transformations. In two spatial dimensions, the transformation
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r = (x, y)→ −r = (−x,−y) is not interesting, because it is equivalent to a rotation by
π and the determinant of the representation matrix is 1. This is why parity in 2D is
usually defined as [4, 13, 21, 35] either

r = (x, y)→Pxr = (x,−y) (2.3a)

or

r = (x, y)→Pyr = (−x, y). (2.3b)

The same transformation laws apply to linear momentum p and velocity v. Clearly,
parity invariance as a property of a physical operator should be established with respect
to both operations (2.3a) and (2.3b) to count as a proper symmetry. The above 2D
versions of parity imply that Lz is odd under parity, that is,

PxLz = PyLz = −Lz.

If we require that α · p is even under parity, we find that

D(Pν) = σν with ν = x, y.

Furthermore, this implies [21] that Sz and Jz are likewise odd under parity. In contrast,
β must be even under parity. As Sz = β/2 for the (2 + 1)D Dirac theory, it is impossible
to satisfy both conditions, that is, the mass term violates parity symmetry in (2 + 1)D.
Only in the massless limit m = 0 is HD invariant under parity.

We can also study parity for the ψ±p (r) given in equation (1.4), which are
eigenfunctions for both the Dirac Hamiltonian and the linear momentum p = (px, py)
(see also [32, Problem 3.4]). In the limit when m = 0, and for E2 = p2

x + p2
y , 0, we

have (apart from a normalization constant)

ψ±p (r) ∝ eip·r
(

E±
px + ipy

)
. (2.4)

If parity is defined as above, it follows that

D(Pν)ψ±p (r) = η±pψ
±

P−1
ν p(P−1

ν r) (2.5)

with a phase factor η±p . (Of course, we also have P−1
ν = Pν.) Similar to equation

(1.6), this equation illustrates the fact that we can view a symmetry transformation
such as parity from two equivalent perspectives. On the one hand, we may regard it
as a unitary transformation of the expansion coefficients (that is, the spinors), which
is expressed on the left-hand side of equation (2.5). On the other hand, the equivalent
operation is realized by the coordinate transformation given on the right-hand side
of equation (2.5), where position r and momentum p are mapped on the inversely
transformed quantities. As expected, parity flips position vectors and momenta, while
the energy is preserved. Also, the expectation value of Sz is reversed under parity.
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2.3. Time reversal θ The basic requirements for TR invariance imply that β should
be even under TR while Sz should be odd. As in the case of parity, the fact that both
quantities are represented by σz in the (2 + 1)D situation makes it impossible to find
such a TR transformation, that is, the mass term violates both parity and TR symmetry.
However, TR can be defined consistently in the massless limit [33]; the usual

θ = TK withD(T ) = iσy,

where σy is the imaginary Pauli matrix, implies that

θ

(
a1
a2

)
=D(T )

(
a∗1
a∗2

)
=

(
a∗2
−a∗1

)
for arbitrary spinors

(a1
a2

)
andD(θ2) = −1. More explicitly,

θψ±p =D(T )ψ±∗p = ζ±pψ
±
−p

for the wave function (2.4) with a phase factor ζ±p , that is, momentum is reversed while
the energy is preserved. Also, the expectation value of Sz is reversed under TR.

2.4. Particle–hole conjugation κ As αx and β are real matrices in our adopted
representation of the (2 + 1)D Dirac theory while αy is imaginary, the matrix C in
definition (1.9) of particle–hole conjugation needs to commute with αx and anti-
commute with both αy and β. These conditions are satisfied by the matrix σx. Hence,
the particle–hole-conjugation operation κ = CK can be consistently defined for the
(2 + 1)D case via the representation matrix

D(C) = σx,

so thatD(κ2) = 1.

2.5. Energy-reflection symmetryM Energy-reflection symmetry requiresD(M)
to anti-commute with all Dirac matrices (that is, the components of α and β). No such
matrix exists in (2 + 1)D and, hence, ER symmetry cannot be established for the Dirac
model. However, D(M) = σz satisfies the ER condition (1.12) in the massless limit
withD(M2) = 1.

2.6. Chiral symmetry χ The fact that no matrix anti-commutes with all three Pauli
matrices, that is, the γµ given in equation (2.1), also implies that no equivalent of γ5

exists in (2 + 1)D [4, 21]. As a result, no chiral symmetry χ can be established, even
in the massless limit.

2.7. Discussion It appears that particle–hole conjugation and spatial rotations are
the only symmetries that can be reasonably considered within the (2 + 1)D Dirac
theory. The facts that consistent parity, TR and ER operations exist only in the
zero-mass limit, and that chiral symmetry is altogether impossible to define, make
this theory highly pathological from a physical point of view. As it turns out, this
unsatisfactory situation can be remedied by introducing an additional flavour degree
of freedom for the Dirac fermions [21]. This generalization of (2 + 1)D Dirac theory
will be explored in the next section.
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3. Two-flavour (2 + 1)D Dirac theory

It is possible to construct a theory of Dirac fermions in (2 + 1)D that exhibits the
familiar symmetries of parity and TR even for a finite mass [21]. This theory involves
four spinor wave functions describing two flavours (2F) of such fermions. The Dirac
operator (1.1b) is block diagonal, and a possible choice for the matrices α and β is

α =

((
σx 0
0 σx

)
,

(
σy 0
0 σy

))
and β =

(
σz 0
0 −σz

)
.

Such a flavour-symmetric representation was adopted in some earlier works [1, 2, 5,
45] to describe the electronic degrees of freedom near the two valleys in graphene.
Other formulations found in the literature [4, 10, 13, 19, 21, 35, 44] are unitarily
equivalent to the one used here. According to equation (2.2), the spin operator Sz

emerges as

Sz =
1
2

(
σz 0
0 σz

)
.

Thus, in contrast to the single-flavour case, β and Sz are not proportional to each other
in the 2F (2 + 1)D Dirac theory. For completeness, we also give the γ matrices:

γ0 = β, γ1 =

(
iσy 0
0 −iσy

)
, γ2 =

(
−iσx 0

0 iσx

)
.

3.1. Symmetries Rotations are again generated by Jz = Lz + Sz, which is a
conserved quantity. Hence, as in the single-flavour case, a 2π rotation is equivalent
to −1, which is a signature of half-integer spin.

We define parity, TR and ER as symmetry transformations that connect the flavour
subspaces. For each of the parity transformations Px,y, two inequivalent representation
matricesD±(Pν) can be realized,

D±(Pν) =

(
0 σν
±σν 0

)
,

which are distinguished by the property D±(P2
ν) = ±1. Similarly, the anti-unitary

operator θ = TK with representation matrices

D±(T ) =

(
0 −iσy

±iσy 0

)
keeps the 2F (2 + 1)D Dirac Hamiltonian invariant while reversing the velocity,
momentum and spin. Action on a general state yields

D±(θ)


a1
a2
a3
a4

 =


−a∗4
a∗3
±a∗2
∓a∗1

 ,
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which implies thatD±(θ2) = ±1. Thus, it is possible [42] that the Dirac particles in 2F
(2 + 1)D behave under TR like spinless particles (having D(θ2) = 1) as an alternative
to the expected spin-1/2 behaviour (whereD(θ2) = −1).

The conditions associated with invariance under particle–hole conjugation κ = CK

are satisfied by

D±(C) =

(
σx 0
0 ∓σx

)
.

Unlike the TR and chirality operations, particle–hole conjugation preserves the flavour
degree of freedom, so that we getD±(κ2) = 1.

Finally, there exist two inequivalent representation matrices for ER symmetry,

D±(M) =

(
0 σz

±σz 0

)
.

They both anti-commute with all Dirac matrices in the 2F (2 + 1)D model, satisfy
the relation Dε(M) = D±(C)D±ε(T )∗ (ε = ±1; cf. also equation (1.13)) and, similar
to the case of the other flavour-coupling discrete symmetry transformations, are
distinguishable by the sign of their squares: D±(M2) = ±1.

A continuous chiral symmetry also exists in 2F (2 + 1)D models [4, 10]. In our
representation, the matrices

D±(χ) =

(
0 σ0
±σ0 0

)
anti-commute with β and commute with αx,y, thus satisfying the condition for the
generator of a chiral symmetry. Again, the two matrices are distinguishable by the sign
of their squares: D±(χ2) = ±1. It is possible to express D±(χ) in terms of the other
Dirac operators and ER transformations as

D±(χ) = −iαxαyD±(M) = βD∓(M),

which mirrors equation (1.14).

3.2. Discussion For reference and to facilitate easier comparison with the literature,
we provide expressions of relevant operators for the 2F (2 + 1)D Dirac model using
a compact notation (with Pauli matrices σ j and τ j acting in Dirac and flavour spaces,
respectively) in Table 1.

The existence of two possible realizations for each of the symmetries S =

Pν,T ,C,M and χ seems puzzling, especially for many of those transformations where
the squares of the two realizations have opposite signs. However, for any specific
physical realization of a 2F (2 + 1)D Dirac system, the transformation properties of
the basis functions uniquely determine for each S which of the two operators D±(S)
corresponds to the actual symmetry in this system. For fermionic (spin-1/2) particles,
TR will be represented by [33] D−(T ). In contrast, D+(T ) applies to electrons in
graphene [5] whose low-energy band structure (neglecting the real spin) realizes a 2F
(2 + 1)D Dirac model, with the valley index being the flavour degree of freedom [9].
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Table 1. Summary of 2F (2 + 1)D operators given in compact notation where Pauli matrices σ j and τ j act
in Dirac and flavour spaces, respectively, and σ0 = τ0 = 12×2.

αx αy β ≡ γ0 γ1 γ2 2Sz

σx ⊗ τ0 σy ⊗ τ0 σz ⊗ τz iσy ⊗ τz −iσx ⊗ τz σz ⊗ τ0

D+(Pν) D−(Pν) D+(T ) D−(T ) D+(C) D−(C)
σν ⊗ τx iσν ⊗ τy σy ⊗ τy −iσy ⊗ τx σx ⊗ τz σx ⊗ τ0

D+(M) D−(M) D+(χ) D−(χ)
σz ⊗ τx iσz ⊗ τy σ0 ⊗ τx iσ0 ⊗ τy

In previous discussions [4] of chiral symmetry in 2F (2 + 1)D Dirac systems, the
existence of two possible representations D±(χ) was seen to imply the existence of a
U(2) symmetry with generators {1,D+(χ),D−(χ),D+(χ)D−(χ)}. Considering also the
other pairs of representation matricesD±(S), we find more generally that

D+(S)D−(S) =

(
−1 0
0 1

)
for each symmetry S. Hence, the product of the two possible representation matrices
for each symmetry acts differently in the subspaces associated with the two flavours.
Therefore, in situations where the two flavours are physically indistinguishable (which
is the case, for example, in an ideal sheet of graphene), the two representation matrices
D±(S) cannot be interpreted as distinct discrete symmetries of this system.

4. (1 + 1)-D Dirac theory

For comparison, we briefly discuss the (1 + 1)D Dirac model, where p ≡ p in HD
is given by equation (1.1b). For definiteness, we choose α = σx and β = σz. Parity
requires that

D(P) = σz

withD(P2) = +1. For TR, we find that θ = TK with

D(T ) = σz.

Thus, we haveD(θ2) = 1, consistent with the fact that a Dirac particle in (1 + 1)D is a
spinless object [39]. Particle–hole conjugation is realized by κ = CK , where

D(C) = σx

withD(κ2) = 1. The ER transformation with

D(M) = −iσy

andD(M2) = 1 satisfies condition (1.12), andD(χ) = σx defines a chiral symmetry.
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5. Conclusions and outlook

We have investigated some of the basic properties of discrete symmetry operations
for the low-dimensional Dirac models. It was pointed out previously that the usual
discrete symmetries known for Dirac particles in three spatial dimensions can only be
consistently introduced for a (2 + 1)-dimensional system where the Dirac particles
carry an additional flavour degree of freedom. Our present study of the two-
flavour (2 + 1)-dimensional Dirac model has revealed that there exist two inequivalent
representation matrices for each symmetry operation. We also find that with the
exception of particle–hole conjugation, the two representation matrices for each
symmetry are distinguishable by the signs of their squares.

A symmetry analysis such as that presented in this work enables the classification
of perturbations to the (2 + 1)-dimensional Dirac model [7], making it possible to
draw conclusions about how the perturbations affect the spectrum and, ultimately,
the physical properties of condensed-matter realizations such as graphene sheets [19].
Such perturbations can arise from various types of disorder [2, 25, 26] or p-dependent
corrections to the Hamiltonian reflecting the lower crystal symmetry of, for example,
the graphene lattice [41].
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